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Abstract 
 
In a real and dynamic system, failures randomly occur according to statistical 
distribution functions. So, in order to study and analyze these systems more 
carefully, dynamic modeling methods such as computerized simulation should be 
utilized. In fact, developing the net model using simulation graphic software 
programs provides the possibility of having a rapid analysis of situations for 
designing repair and maintenance operations. More importantly, the model's validity 
and stability can be evaluated using the existing statistical data. The present article 
offers a preventive model of repairs and maintenances for banking ATMs using 
discrete simulation techniques.  
The model shows the time period between failures based on the number of 
preventive inspections as well as the number of optimum inspections based on 
failures and maintenance as well as preventive repair costs. 
 
Keywords: Preventive repairs and maintenances, average time period between 
failures, number of optimum inspections, ATMs, discrete simulation. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Today, repairs and maintenance is an integral part of production due to its 
complicated technology and high costs of purchasing modern machinery and 
equipment. Also, using different advanced technologies in organizations has led to 
various demands from individuals in organizations which should be met through an 
appropriate structure [1]. 
Demand from repairs and maintenance management in organizations includes 
activities which guarantee production and service processes and assures proper 
working of machineries and systems [3]. The Net management can be referred to as 
the provider of repair and maintenance services and the organization can be seen as 
the applicant for such activities and services. 
The more the complexity of technology is, the more will be special conditions under 
which the supportive technology is offered. Preparing a implementing a preventive 
net program plays a key role in improving efficiency and productivity of industrial 
and production systems. Implementing an appropriate net program will improve 
efficiency and system accessibility and will reduce unexpected failures of the system, 
which will, in turn, cut costs and increase system's productivity.  
Although various researches have been conducted in the field of preventive net, but 
in many of them, times of activities and rates of occurring failures have been 
considered as fixed and definitive figures [4].This is while in a real and dynamic 
system these processes are of random nature and follow statistical distribution 
functions [2]. 
 
 

2. Background of subject 
 
Studies in the field of preventive net started mainly in the 1960s. Researchers 
including Barlow, Proschan, Jorgenson, McCall [5], Radner, and Hunter have played 
essential roles in developing and promoting maintenance optimization models. 
McCall, Pierskallaand Voelker[6],Sherif and Smith[7], have presented articles on 
preventive maintenance which covers researches carried out by 1980. Murdock has 
conducted a full-fledged study on the carried out researches before 1965 and between 
1965 and 1976 as well [8]. In 1989, Valdez-Flores and Feldman reviewed the carried 
out studies on maintenance models for stochastic systems [9]. Chao and Parlar in 
1991 reviewed the carried out studies on maintenance models for multiunit systems 
[10]. Their work covered researches carried out after 1975. Charropadhyay and 
colleagues used linear programming for maintenance planning [11]. Billinton and 
Pan developed system of equations to evaluate the failure rate and frequency of 
failure of a parallel system with two identical components, and found the optimum 
maintenance intervals that minimized the total failure frequency of the system [12]. 
Yamayee and Mukherjee used minimization of production costs as a criterion for 
offering maintenance timing [13] [14]. Thomas Raivio and colleagues in Helsinki 
University of Technology's system analysis laboratory utilized discrete simulation for 
repair and maintenance of military aircraft in 2001[15]. Also in 2003, the systems  
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engineering department of King Fahd's Oil and Minerals University used discrete 
simulation for minimizing total inspections as well as risk and repair costs [16]. 
 
 

3. Subject definition 
 
Bank is among urban units and through electronic banking unnecessary referrals of 
citizens which cause waste of time and energy can be prevented. Moreover, the 
emergence of many social and economic problems in cities can be controlled.  
Also, it is said that if electronic banking is promoted in a society, electronic trade 
will be probably promoted. Since electronic banking is a prerequisite for entering the 
complicated world of electronic trading, we are inevitable to use electronic banking 
as a tool for competing in trade markets. Considering that electronic banking was 
introduced in Iran over a decade ago, but according to statistics, more than 60 
percent of people refer in person to banks to receive cash money. This issue indicates 
non-welcome of the public from this banking facility. 
As a matter of fact, it seems that ATMS in Iran have not been designed to meet 
current needs. Moreover, the repeated malfunctions in the ATMs, the shortage in the 
number of the systems proportional to the number of issued cards, the low-speed 
internet, the frequent failures in the systems, the inefficient information 
dissemination, management and supervision on the ATMs have added to distrust and 
non-welcome of people toward this banking facility and eventually to the 
unsuccessful performance of this banking method in Iran.  
The presented article aims to offer a model to predict failures in ATMs considering 
the number of inspections using discrete simulation techniques, hence, minimize 
controllable problems (some problems are out of control) which cause failures and 
malfunctions in the systems. 
 
ATMs and their repair and maintenance process 
The research's case study has been conducted on Saderat Bank's ATMs which have 
been installed in five districts under the supervision of the bank across Tehran. 
 

Table 1: The number of ATMs in five districts 
District Name No. of ATMs 
1 North 95 
2 South 98 
3 East 95 
4 West 87 
5 Center 65 
Sum 440 

 
The repair and maintenance process of the bank's ATMs is carried out by a private 
company, so that for every single system a specific amount of money is paid monthly 
according to the concluded contract. The company is obliged to conduct inspections 
on the ATMs four times a year and the inspection cost is fixed and defined for each 
system. If the bank announces a failure before 14:00 o'clock, the company should 
dispatch a technician within less than two hours to the site and remove the problem. 
Otherwise, it has to pay fine to the bank for every hour of delay. 
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 Effect of district on failures of systems 
In this study, the distribution function of failures in systems in each district has been 
defined using data on registered failures for each system and the time interval 
between the failures has been calculated. Considering that the researcher in this study 
has been after defining the failures distribution function for each district, so each 
system has been considered as an independent random sample and the data related to 
the time intervals between the failures in each district has been merged and the 
frequency has been calculated and then their histograms have been depicted. The 
distribution function which can be fitted to the histograms is an exponential 
distribution function.  
To verify the correctness of the fitted distribution function in this study, the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Test has been used. Related results are 
brought in the below table. 
 

Table 2 : The average time interval between failures in 5 districts 
District Distribution function Average time interval between failures (day) 
North Exponential 25.2747 
South Exponential 21.4875 
East Exponential 23.8512 
West Exponential 23.7336 
Center Exponential 19.7192 

  
 To study the effect of each district on failures in systems, one-way analysis of 
variance has been used. In this study, five directorate districts of the Saderat Bank in 
Tehran has been taken as the five-dimensional discrete variable and the interval 
between failures in the five districts has been taken as the continuous variable. 
Results of the one-way analysis of variance which have been brought in the below 
table indicate the districts are effective on the average time intervals. 
 

Table 3: Variance analysis 
 Sum of Squares Df Mean Square  F Sig. 
Between Groups Within Groups Total 6098.299 

 
1043728.755 
 
1049827.054 

4 
 
1757 
 
1761 

1524.575 
 
594.040 
 
 

2.566 .037 

 
Now the question is how is the order of means? Or which district has systems with 
lower failures? To this end, the test for equality of continuous variances in each of 
the dimensions of the discrete variable has been conducted and the equality of 
variances has not been rejected, so in this study Duncan's test for ranking means has 
been used, the result of which is as follows: 

15243 μμμμμ =>== (1) 
 
This relation means that the average time intervals between failures in central and 
southern districts which have higher population density are less than the three other 
districts. So, northern, eastern and western districts of Tehran are placed in the first 
group and central and southern districts are placed in the second group. To this end,  
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data related to the districts have been merged in each district. Then each stage of the 
model has been implemented for each group. 
 
 
 
 

Table 4: Information on 2 groups resulting from merger of districts 
Group Average interval between failures (day) Number of systems 
First 24 277 
Second 21 163 

 
 

4. Model description 
 
Building a model in this study has been carried out in two stages: 
 

• First stage: Evaluating effects of preventive inspections on failure rate for a 
system which has been conducted using Monte Carlo simulation technique. 

• Second stage: Studying the company's situation in terms of failures, fines, 
preventive inspections, and income considering time intervals between 
inspections. 

 
Input data in the first stage includes: 

• Distribution functions of intervals between failures. 
• Intervals between two consecutive intervals. 

 
The model's output of in the first stage is the average time between failures based on 
the interval between two consecutive inspections. For further details, symbols have 
been used as shown in the below table. 
 

Table 5: Description of symbols used in the model 

Symbol Definition 

nftd(t) 
Normal failure time distribution of the component which determines the probability of the 

failure occurrence by the time t when no PM is conducted 

NFTD(t) The cumulative distribution of NFTD (t) 

NFTD-1(x) The inverse function of NFTD(t) 

Tf The occurrence time of next failure 

Ti The time of next inspection 

Tnow Current simulation Time 

Tl The last failure occurrence time 

T Inspection interval 

Rand Random number generator which returns a number between 0 to 1 
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The model initiates with two initial amounts of Tf and Ti. In order to define the initial 
amounts of Tf, a random number generator has been used. Through replacing X with 
the randomly generated number in NFTD -1(x) the time of the next events will be 
calculated. On the other hand, the initial amount of Ti is similar to that of T and the 
initial amount of Tnow has been set to zero.   
In this model, the initial amounts of Tf and Ti are defined only once and after that the 
Tnow amount is updated based on the two amounts. In fact, the situation of system can 
be defined this way: if Tf is less than or equal to Ti it means that a failure has 
occurred and Tnow will be updated based on Tf. Otherwise, Tnow will be updated 
based on Ti, meaning that it is the inspection time and inspection should be carried 
out. Based on the situation of system which is failure and repair or inspection and 
maintenance, the model will conduct various responsibilities and calculations. Below 
the first stage of the model has been shown schematically. 
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Figure 1: The general model for Monte Carlo simulation 

 
 
The chart resulted from rendering the first stage of the model has been brought 
below. As it is seen, the average time interval between failures is increased with 
reducing the time interval between inspections (increasing the number of 
inspections). 
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Figure 2: Rendering the first stage of the model for the first group 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Rendering the first stage of the model for the second group 

 
 
Inputs in the second stage of the model: 

• The number of systems in the related group 
• The received amount from bank per system 
• The fine amount per every hour of delay 
• The probability of failure and replacement cost for each subsystem 
• The time interval between two consecutive inspections 
• The total failure rate in systems of the related group 
• The distribution function of dispatching repairmen 
• The distribution function of preventive inspections and the distribution 

function of repairing systems 
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And outputs of the second stage are: 

• The paid fine to the bank in the related time period due to delay in 
dispatching repairmen 

• Failure costs separated by kind of failure 
• Total failure costs 

 
The flowchart of this stage is seen below: 

Start

Initialization
Tf =NFTD‐1(rand)

CostOfF1=0,...CostOfF6=0
PenaltyCost=0

TotalCost=0

Update Tf
Tf=Tf+NFTD‐1(rand)Assign Type of Failure

Ftype = Disc(p1v1,p2v2,…)

Compute Penalty
Time1=Tf
Time2=Tarrival=Tf + tecSeize(Rand)
ResponseDelay=(Time2‐Time1)‐HoursToBaseTime(2)

ResponsDelay > 0 PenaltyCost = PenaltyCost 
+ 5*int(ResponseDelay*24)

Yes

Ftype ?

NO

CostOfF1 = CostOfF1 + CostReferToFType1
TotalCost = TotalCost+ CostOfF1FType1

Record TotalCost

Yes

Failure Before 
14:00 oclock

YES

CostOfF2 = CostOfF2 + CostReferToFType2
TotalCost = TotalCost+ CostOfF2

FType2

CostOfF3 = CostOfF3 + CostReferToFType3
TotalCost = TotalCost+ CostOfF4

FType3

CostOfF4 = CostOfF4 + CostReferToFType4
TotalCost = TotalCost+ CostOfF4

CostOfF5 = CostOfF5 + CostReferToFType5
TotalCost = TotalCost+ CostOfF5

CostOfF6 = CostOfF6 + CostReferToFType6
TotalCost = TotalCost+ CostOfF6

FType4

FType5

FType6

Record CostOfF1

Record CostOfF2

Record CostOfF3

Record CostOfF4

Record CostOfF5

Record CostOfF6

Sample Suffice?

END

No

YES

Record 
PenaltyCost

No

 
Figure 4: The second stage of the model 

 
The charts of rendering the second of the model along with repair and maintenance 
costs for the two groups are seen below: 
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Figure 5: Rendering the second stage of the model for the first group 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Rendering the second stage of the model for the second group 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
In this simulation method, the objective is to define the optimum time interval 
between two consecutive inspections. Excessive reduction or excessive increase of 
applying preventive repairs will cause growing costs of total repairs and 
maintenances. So, a unique time exists theoretically on which the total repair and 
maintenance costs, which is the sum of costs of preventive repairs and emergency 
repairs, is minimized. 

 
Figure 7: Costs of the first group to define the number of optimum inspections 
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Figure 8: Costs of the second group to define the number of optimum inspections 

 
According to the chart, the number of optimum inspections for the first group 
systems is 6 times per year, meaning 61 days between two consecutive inspections, 
and for the second group is 5 times per year, meaning 73 days between two 
consecutive inspections. 
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